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Scottish Government Response.

THE SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSE TO THE
RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE FINANCE COMMITTEE'S 8TH REPORT,

I

2008 (SESSION 3)

Accounting treatment (paragraphs 47-61) I

It is clear that the application of IFRS may have i~plications for the funding of
capital investment and the Committee is disappointed that the situation
remains uncertain. The Committee believes tl1at decisions need to be

I

taken as soon as possible, recommends that the Scottish Government
continues to pursue this issue with the UK Government and hopes that
the UK Government will provide more clarity on the issue (paragraph
61).

I

I

The Scottish Government has been seeking clarification on IFRS based
budgeting rules from HMT since early 2008. A r$curring theme within these
discussions has been the budgeting treatment ot those capital projects that
are off balance sheet under the current UKGMP based rules but will be
assessed as on balance sheet after the introduption of IFRS from 1 April
2009. To date the Scottish Government has not received any indication of the
intended IFRS budgetary regime. We fully recogrnisethe potential impact on
future capital investment that uncertainty in this area produces and, as a
consequence, continue to seek clarification on this issue as a matter of
urgency.

Comparing the cost of finance (paragraphs 62-78)

The Committee notes that there have been difficul~iesin providing comparable
information on life-cycle costs for different methods of funding and
procurement. The Committee believes that su~h information should be
available for projects on a consistent and com~arable basis and calls on
the Scottish Government to develop and publish a robust investment
option appraisal framework capable of: producing comparable
information on whole-life costs for future projects regardless of which
method of procurement or operation is used. (paragraph 78).

Scottish Government Response.

Whole-Life Costing (WLC) is a core component i of SG procurement policy
therefore investment decisions should be based on business cases expressed
in WLC as well as capital cost terms.

WLC is an essential feature of NPD and PFI m(j)delsfor procuring projects
since the contracts entered into are for designing, building, financing,
maintaining and operating the facilities created usUally for a period of around
30 years.
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Scottish Government Response.

More generally, WLC is a core component of $G procurement policy - to
achieve VFM - therefore investment decisions s~ould be based on business
cases expressed in WLC as well as capital c~st terms. WLC should be
applied to all projects irrespective of funding ~ources, value or delivery
method (i.e. procurement route). The official re$ponse to Audit Scotland's
Report, "Review of Major Capital Projects in ~cotland" indicated that the
Scottish Government's Infrastructure Investment Group would consider what
further action SG should take to promote more widespread and consistent use
of WLC.

Assessment of risk (paragraphs 79-95)

From the evidence, it would appear there is a lacklof clarity on how risk is and
should be measured. This results in risk being m~asured in a variety of ways
which makes it difficult to make an accurate comparison between different
projects. Therefore, the Committee recom~ends that the Scottish
Government explore how improvements can b~ made to ensure that risk
is measured and accounted for in a syste~atic manner to ensure
consistency across all methods of investment and to ensure accurate
comparisons can be made (paragraph 95). I

I

The Construction Procurement Manual, which :is accessible on the SG
website, provides considerable guidance on risk management procedures.
Section 4 of the Construction Works Procurement Guidance addresses risk in
the context of Financial Aspects, while Section 3 (Procurement Strategies)
illustrates the comparative allocation of risk for different procurement routes,
whether conventionally or privately funded. The guidance emphasises that
clients should undertake project-specific assebsments of the project's
complexity, the market appetite, availability of fUn~ing and their own resource
capability to help inform decisions about risk allqcation and the appropriate
procurement option. I

A particular feature of NPD and PFI infrastructur~ projects is the transfer of
risk from the public to the private sector party to [the contract. The value of
those risks transferred is routinely calculated af. part of the conventional
procurement comparator element of the value Ifor money assessment in
accordance with current SG guidance. ~

There may be sound reasons why the conventions and characteristics of
different forms of investment challenge ~bsolute commonality of
measurement envisaged by the Committee, but, yve shall ensure th~t the
Infrastructure Investment Group (IIG) con$lders the Committee's
recommendation and explores what further impr¢)Vementscan be made in
order to facilitate comparisons. I

I
I

I
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PP/PFI refinancing (paragraphs 96-109)

The Committee notes that varying practices have peen adopted in the past on
the distribution of refinancing gains between the private and public sectors,
and acknowledges some concern that the benefits may not always have been
secured by the public sector. The Committee welcomes further recent
guidance from the UK Government on the subject and recommends that
the method for triggering refinancing provisions, and the sharing of any
benefit accruing via them, should be transparent and equitable
(paragraph 109).

Scottish Government Response.

While provision for the sharing of re-financing gains was not provided for in
early PFI contracts, a voluntary code of practice 1as subsequently negotiated
with the market for the sharing of these ben~fits and this has worked
reasonably well. More recent PFI contracts an~ NPD contracts have as
standard explicit provision concerning the sharing of re-financing gain on a
50:50 basis and this has been adjusted again in line with very latest change to
the UK position which enhances further the public sector share on a rising
scale linked to the overall level of financial benefit derived.

Competition and complexity in procurement (paragraphs 110-121)

A number of issues were raised in evidence with regard to procurement, such
as competition, lead times, the cost of tendering and competitive dialogue.

The Committee recommends that the Scottish Government should:

• re-examine when and how competitive dialogue procedure
needs to be applied, and the extent to which experience in
other countries might lead to more efficient systems;

• consider how to retain and recycle knowledge so that
repeated development costs are miiimised;

• consider other ways to ensure I participation of smaller
Scottish companies; and

I

• investigate instances of limited competition for recent
projects and seek to address this ifsue in any future capital
investment arrangements (paragrapr 121).
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Scottish Government Response.

Point 1
IThe Office of Government Commerce (OGC) and HM Treasury produced

detailed guidance on the practical application qf the competitive dialogue
procedure in the summer of 2008. Since that guIdance was published there
have been no significant developments in the legfl framework which governs
application of the competitive dialogue procedure" However, in the light of the
Committee's recommendation, the Scottish Produrement Directorate (SPD)
will re-issue the OGC and HM Treasury guidance in Scotland with a covering
note emphasising the scope for pragmatism when applying the procedure (to
help minimise the cost of tendering). SPD will also review available sources
of information on experience in other countries, tb consider whether there is
scope for more efficient systems to be developed,l

Point 2

The Scottish Government recognises the need fori public sector project teams
to have available the necessary expertise to plan and deliver programmes
and projects efficiently to minimise development costs and to reduce the
potential for delays. That is why it set up the SCCi)ttishFutures Trust to bring
together the expertise of the public and private sectors, to promote and
disseminate innovation, good practice, and experience and to pursue value
for money in infrastructure investment.

Point 3

The Construction Procurement Manual advocates early engagement between
public sector clients and their contractor supply chains, while the Public
Procurement Reform Programme has introduced measures to help SMEs to
win contracts, notably through the advertising port~1Public Contracts Scotland
and the use of "Community Benefit Clauses" in appropriate contracts.

I

Point 4

The Government believes that keeping the market informed, efficient planning
and proper preparation of major projects before they are advertised to the
market in the Official Journal of the European Union is key to securing a good
response and ultimately maximising value for mbney, The creation of the
Scottish Futures Trust with its remit of bringing t~gether the expertise of the
public and private sectors and promoting and disseminating good practice and
experience will assist greatly in ensuring that the public sector is able to meet
these requirements. However, it should be note~ that market response will
always be influenced by current levels of demand, the allocation of risk and
the availability of alternative tendering opportunities.
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Options appraisal (paragraphs 122-129)

The Committee believes that a broad range df options for funding and
procurement of capital projects should be in plac~. The Committee notes the
Scottish Government's decision to make NPDO models the default form of
private finance, and the statement in the Value for Money Guidance that,
where NPDO is not suitable, other private financr models will be assessed.
The Committee recommends that public bpdies should select the
method of financing which delivers best value to the taxpayer. The
Committee, therefore, agrees by division th~t all methods of finance

I

should be considered equally on their merits. A minority of the
Committee endorses the Scottish Governmentis position that the NPDO
model should be the default option (paragraph 129).

Scottish Government Response. I

The Scottish Government very much agrees th~t value for money should
determine the procurement model used. That is ,+,hyit is not in favour of the
use of the standard PFI model of procurement because it considers that the
uncapped equity returns inherent in the financing structure do not represent
best value for money for the taxpayer and give rise to excessive profits.
Where it is shown that the use of private finance will secure better value for
money, the Government believes that the NP~ model, which eliminates
uncapped returns and directs surpluses for community benefit, offers a better
deal for taxpayers.

Delivery of facilities on time and on budget (paragraphs 131-135)

The Committee recognises that there are potential difficulties in comparing
PPP/PFI and conventionally procured projects II and differing views over
whether PPP/PFI delivers to time and budget. However, it also assumes that
there is no reason why incentives and discipline~, which it is asserted are
inherent in PPP/PFI projects, cannot be more widbly used in projects funded
wholly by the public sector. The Committee rebognises that incentives
appropriate to the public sector will nee~ to be devised but it
recommends that the Scottish Government ,nsures that comparable
project management approaches are applied in any future arrangements
(paragraph 135).

Scottish Government Response.

The Scottish Government recognises that m~re conventionally funded
projects would meet their delivery parameters if th~y were afforded the same
degree of pre-tender planning time and due diligence as those funded
privately. We propose to give further attention to ~nsuring that the disciplines
developed under PPP/PFI are more rigorously I applied in conventionally
funded projects. I
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Service operation (paragraphs 136-139)

The Committee believes that periodic benchmarking and market testing are
essential to ensure contracts are delivering best value for the taxpayer, and
recommends that the Scottish Government includes such procedures in future
projects and ensures that these procedures themselves work in the best
interests of the taxpayer. The Committee notes t~e concerns raised by the
Public Accounts Committee, and recommend, that they are addressed
in contracts for all future projects (paragraph 1~9).

Scottish Government Response.

All recent NPD and PFI contracts include, as ~tandard, benchmarking at
regular intervals to ensure that the costs for I provision of soft facilities
management services such as cleaning, caterinp and security continue to
represent value for money. I

I

Flexibility (paragraphs 149-167)

The Committee believes that it is important that, however they are provided or
funded, public services are capable of evolving over time to meet changing
demands and the expectations of users. The Committee believes that the
public sector should only enter into long-term arrangements or
contracts if sufficient flexibility can be built in without excessive cost, or
if there can be certainty around the future demands on services
(paragraph 167).

Scottish Government Response.

Standard NPD and PFI contracts do make specific provISion to enable
changes to be made to both the facility and the related services provided.
The Scottish Government is conscious, however, that public authorities have
encountered difficulty in negotiating with contractors the implementation of
changes within an acceptable timescale and at a competitive cost and it will
ask SFT to include consideration of this aspect as part of its development
work on the NPD model.

I

Governance and accountability (paragraphs 16fl-173)

The Committee takes account of the recent decisions of the Scottish
Information Commissioner and recommends t,at a review is concluded
on what information can be made public with regard to all types of
contracts for public works, with a view to being as open and transparent
as possible (paragraph 173).
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Scottish Government Response.

A great deal of information relating to the key documents such as the outline
and full business cases and the contracts relatingl to PFI and NPD projects is
publicly available on the Scottish Government website and from the public
bodies which are party to the contracts. Such information will continue to be
available for new projects. The material in thete documents, which otten

I

contains commercially sensitive information, is :subject to the exemptions
provided for in the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002.

I
I

The Non-Profit Distributing Organisation appro~ch (paragraphs 174-207)
I

Governance (paragraphs 184-186)

The Committee recommends that the Scottish IGovernment ensures that
consistent guidance is in place to ensure that the operation of charitable
bodies established as part of NPDO schemes is conducted in a
transparent manner, and that the governl'nce arrangements and
financial controls are at least as strong as those applying to the public
sector generally. The Committee further recommends that the Scottish
Government considers whether and how NPDO models might develop in
the future without the automatic need for the use of a separate
charitable body (paragraph 186).

Scottish Government Response.

All NPD contracts make explicit provision for the individual arrangements
relating to the linked charitable body but there is no specific requirement for a
new charitable body to be set up as it is importaMt that sufficient flexibility is
available to best meet local requirements. All charitable bodies are already
regulated by the Charity Regulator and, as one of its workstreams, the SFT is
charged with further developing the NPD model. The terms relating to the
operation of the charitable body will be part of that exercise.

Costs (paragraphs 187-192)

The Committee notes that comparative costs between all funding
I

models have been difficult to determine throughout this inquiry. The
Committee calls on the Scottish Governm~nt to develop a robust
framework capable of producing comparable ~nformation on whole-life
costs for future projects regardless of which method of procurement or
operation is used (paragraph 192).
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Scottish Government Response.

Whole-Life Costing (WLC) is a core component of SG procurement policy
therefore investment decisions should be based on business cases expressed
in WLC as well as capital cost terms.

WLC is an essential feature of NPD and PFI models for procuring projects
since the contracts entered into are for designing, building, financing,
maintaining and operating the facilities created usually for a period of around
30 years.

More generally, WLC is a core component of SG procurement policy - to
achieve VFM - therefore investment decisions should be based on business
cases expressed in WLC as well as capital cost terms. WLC should be
applied to all projects irrespective of funding $ources, value or delivery
method (i.e. procurement route). The official re$ponse to Audit Scotland's
Report, "Review of Major Capital Projects in Scotland" indicated that the
Scottish Government's Infrastructure Investment Group would consider what
further action SG should take to promote more widespread and consistent use
ofWLC.

Market acceptance (paragraphs 193-203)

The Committee notes concerns raised by some witnesses on the
potential for refinancing provisions in NPDO schemes to discourage
some investors, and calls on the Scottish Government to review how
refinancing provisions in NPDO models might be amended to ensure
that they achieve intended aims without discouraging investment
(paragraph 203).

Scottish Government Response.

Although all 5 NPD projects which have gone to jmarket (been advertised in
the Official Journal of the European Union) nave attracted 3 bidders,
demonstrating the fact that the model has broad market support, the
Government is aware that there is some concern in certain quarters about the
current terms of the re-financing arrangements. The Government is
addressing this through current procurements.
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Key issues in the current context (paragraphs 222-279)

Asset management (paragraphs 225-249)

In a supplementary submission to the Comri,ittee, Angela Scott from
CIPFA Scotland made a number of suggertions to improve asset
management in the public sector. The CO"f1mittee notes that these
suggestions had not been put through CIPFA'~ own internal governance
procedures and therefore are not to be interpreted as the position of
CIPFA. The Committee concurs with ClrFA's suggestions and
recommends that the appropriate bodies exarraine ways in which these
suggestions can be taken forward (paragraph 249).

I

Scottish Government Response.

The Scottish Government published its Asset Man~gement Review in January
2008 Its focus was its core estate - including NJDPBs,agencies and non-
Ministerial Departments. The Government also I recognises that there is a
need to ensure that the NHS and Local Gov~rnment seek to maximise
efficiency gains from their significant asset holdings and both sectors are
progressing parallel work on asset management.

The core Scottish Government is already part of the e-PIMS Property Records
system, and Change and Corporate Services: Facilities and Estates Services
(CCS:FES) is responsible for the e-PIMS Service Level Agreement. Under the
Cabinet Secretary for Finance and Sustainable Growth's Asset Management
Review in January 2008, the wider Scottish Government family of agencies
and NDPBs are either checking their existing data entries or submitting data
to e-PIMS for the first time and they are being supported in this by CCS: FES:
Property Advice Division.

Conventional public borrowing (paragraphs 25(J-258)
I

The Committee urges the Scottish Government to seek clarification from
the UK Government on the scope to extend the existing prudential
borrowing regime, both in terms of the amount! borrowed and the bodies
capable of undertaking such borrowing (parag~aph 258).

Scottish Government Response.

The key elements of the Prudential Code which applies to local authorities are
that expenditure plans must be affordable, prudent and sustainable, and that
associated decisions, are in accordance with good professional practice and
are consistent with local strategic planning, asset1management planning and
proper option appraisal. Therefore, for local authorities, there are potentially
no limits to the level of prudential borrowing thati may be undertaken. The
limits are imposed by local authorities themselves as they are required to
determine if such borrowing is affordable, prudent and sustainable.
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In agreeing to the freedoms permitted under the prudential regime, HM
Treasury retain the ability to apply constraints on borrowing should they need
to do so for national economic reasons. HM Treasury can control borrowing
through its management of central government budgets, including those of the
devolved administrations. They could decide to impose a limit on public
sector borrowing as part of public sector debt 'for national economic reasons'.
Such a limit on borrowing would be used to protect the country's economic
interest if local borrowing, albeit prudent locallo/, were considered to be
unaffordable nationally. To date HM Treasury ha~e not imposed any limits on
local authority borrowing. I

The Scottish Government believes that there is a strong case for it to have
borrowing powers in its own right. The committe, will be aware that this was
proposed by the Council of Economic Advisers in its first annual report in
January 2009. In its response, the Government indicated that it would be
happy to explore with the Treasury the scope for changes to the current
financial regime to enable new means of borrowing in Scotland and the
necessary increase to its Departmental Expendi~ure Limit to spend monies
borrowed. The Government notes that the Northern Ireland Executive has
power to borrow (up to £3 billion over 10 years) and has already borrowed
about £1.6 billion. Local authorities in Scotland, as the Committee's report
notes, have power to borrow. Supported borrowing by local authorities scores
against the Scottish Government's capital Departmental Expenditure Limit
(DEL). Consequently increased supported borrowing by local authorities does
not increase spending power in Scotland. Unsupported borrowing by local
authorities does not score against The Scottish Government's capital DEL
and therefore does increase overall public sector spending power in Scotland.
The Government agrees with the Committee that the scope for maximising
investment should be further pursued with Treasury

The Scottish Government believes, from discUissions leading up to the
approval of the Scottish budget for 2009-10 and from parliamentary
exchanges, that there is broad-based support for the Scottish Government
having borrowing powers to increase spending power in support of
infrastructure investment. The Government belie~es that this is particularly
desirable given the challenges posed by the current economic climate, the
need to maximise investment to help reflate the economy, and the importance
of high-quality public infrastructure to support ex~ellent public services and
the competitiveness of the Scottish economy.

We will therefore continue to pursue the issue of I borrowing powers with the
UK Government. To provide the benefits envisaged, sums borrowed would of
course have to be in addition to Scotland's Departmental Expenditure Limit
(DEL) budget so that spending power was increas~d.
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Variations and joint working within the public sector (paragraphs 259-
263)

The Committee considers that the current framework makes it difficult
for joint working and joint funding to take place and, therefore,
recommends that the Scottish Governmeht liaises with the UK
Government to determine why various bo~ies must operate under
different regimes and whether it is POSSiblj to simplify the current
system (paragraph 263). ,

Scottish Government Response.

The Government believes it is important that publip sector bodies should work
more closely together, for example by sharing services, and is committed to
promoting that agenda wherever possible. Theta is considerable scope to
explore the potential to do so within existing arrangements, and the
forthcoming Public Services Reform Bill will cohtain provisions which are
designed to provide additional scope for removin~ burdens and obstacles to
change in relation to public bodies. I

Managing market capacity (paragraphs 264-270)

The Committee recommends that every effort is made to ensure that
public bodies maintain a steady flow of capital projects to provide a
regular supply of project opportunities for the construction industry and
that there is sufficient transparency to ensure that the construction
industry is aware that such opportunities exist (paragraph 270).

Scottish Government Response.

The Government published its Infrastructure Investment Plan in March of
2008. That document provided details of its inv~stment plans and those of
local authorities over a 10 year period with a total value of circa £35 billion.
One of the main aims of that document was to I provide information to the
market about the commercial opportunities available and the document was
well received by the market. All major projects are advertised in the Official
Journal of the European Union in accordance Jith European procurement
law. In addition, as a result of the Public Procurement Reform Programme
details of contracts appear on the advertising portal Public Contracts
Scotland. :

Insofar as is possible given the variation in project types, scales and
associated lead times, the Scottish Government agrees that a steady flow of
projects to the market is desirable not only from la market point of view but
also to ensure the competition is maximised and hence value for money is
secured for the taxpayer.
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Skills (paragraphs 271-279)

To ensure a steady flow of capital projects from public bodies, it is
important that there are sufficient skills within the public sector and the
Committee recommends that every effort is made to ensure that there is
and will continue to be sufficient skills capacity in the public sector
(paragraph 279). I

Scottish Government Response. I

The Scottish Government recognises the need fori public sector project teams
to have available the necessary expertise to pl~n and deliver programmes
and projects efficiently. That is why it set up the Scottish Futures Trust whose
remit is to become the focal point in Scotland II for action in infrastructure
investment. As set out in its Business Case, SIFT is bringing together the
expertise of the public and private sectors. promoting and disseminating
innovation, good practice, and experience and pursuing value for money in
infrastructure investment. Initially SFT is working tp secure greater value from
the funding that the public sector is already plannipg to invest in infrastructure
(SG grants and other forms of support) through 1he provision of advice and
the creation of a centre of expertise.

The Scottish Futures Trust (paragraphs 280-31~)

The Committee believes that while it is the Scottish Government's view that
the SFT will become a more attractive source of funding for national and local
projects, that has yet to be proven. The Committee believes that the
current economic climate may make it more difficult to introduce a new
funding model for capital projects. The Committee, therefore,
recommends that no infrastructure projects, national or local, should be
delayed or postponed pending the introduction of the SFT funding
(paragraph 316).

Scottish Government Response.

There has been no delay in taking forward the Scottish Government's
Infrastructure Investment Plan while SFT becomes fully established. The
Scottish Government is continuing to make sutlstantial investment across
Scotland. It has: I

o already announced a £35 billion infrastruct~re investment programme
for the next 10 years with £14 billion being invested over the present
spending review period. i

o started using the NPD model, to fund newlschools and NHS projects
while avoiding the very high returns to investors that were seen under
some PFI deals. I
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o since May 2007 signed off 14 schools (in 2 NPO projects - Falkirk,
Aberdeen), with a total capital value £225m,and can point to a further 9
schools being taken forward under the NpO approach in 3 projects
(Moray, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, Orkney) with a total capital value of
£152m.

o in October 2008 approved the signing of tha Inverclyde Council schools
project, with an investment value of £80 million, providing 4 new, low
energy schools, benefitting around 2,500 pJpils.

I

I

o only last month through Transport Scotlan9 signed the contract on the
£310 million M80 Stepps to Haggs roada project. This project will
provide a welcome boost for Scotland's corstruction industry as it will
deliver over 500 jobs over the two-year construction period.

I

These projects are part of a significant program1e of infrastructure projects
signed off by this Government, including new $chools, the M74 northern
extension (capital value £445m), the New South I Hospital, Glasgow (capital
value £842m), a replacement prison for the North East (capital value £95m)
and the Forth Replacement Crossing (capital value (£1.72-£2.34bn)

Indeed, as part of its Recovery Plan, the Scottish Government is
bringing forward investment in priority areas. The Sudget Bill for 2009-10 sets
out the details on a substantial programme of accelerated infrastructure
investment across Scotland for next year, totalling more than £230 million,
which the Government intends to deliver in partne~shipwith local government.
This money will help improve roads, build sphools and deliver major
infrastructure projects as well as generating 4,700 support jobs which will
make a significant contribution to keeping the Scottish economy moving.
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